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KIMMEL CENTER AND THE LOGAN, PHILADELPHIA’S HOTEL 
ANNOUNCE NEW PARTNERSHIP FOR  
LATE NIGHT AT THE LOGAN SERIES 

 

Kimmel Center Broadway Philadelphia Attendees Invited to  
Exclusive Cast Parties at The Logan Hotel 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE (Philadelphia, PA, November 21, 2016) ––  The Kimmel Center for the 
Performing Arts and The Logan Hotel are proud to announce a new partnership to present a new 
season-long series of post-show events following Broadway Philadelphia performances and with themed 
food and cocktails specific to each show. Late Night at The Logan will consist of a series of free after-
parties during which all ticket-buyers for that show will have the opportunity to mix and mingle with the 
cast of the performance they’ve just seen. The series will launch with the first cast party taking place on 
November 23, following a performance of the 2016–17 Broadway Philadelphia opener, An American in 
Paris. More details on the series can be found at kimmelcenter.org/logan.  
 
“We are thrilled to announce this new partnership that will give our subscribers access to the cast of the 
shows they have just seen in one of Philadelphia’s most trendy hotels,” said Anne Ewers, President & 
CEO of the Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts. “Not only is this partnership a fantastic  celebration 
for the start of our season, but a wonderful way for us to say ‘thank you’ to some of our most dedicated 
patrons.” 
 
“It’s been an incredible first year for us in Philadelphia and this partnership with the performing arts 
community is a natural fit for our hotel’s rich culture and dedication to the arts,” states Greg Stafford, 
General Manager, The Logan. “We thrive on engaging with locals in addition to our hotel guests so this is 
a perfect way to extend our existing Live the Logan program which features lifestyle and art events 
throughout the year.” 
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This unique benefit is available to all ticket-buyers following one select performance of each of the 12 
Broadway Philadelphia shows. Themed drink and food specials will be available for purchases at each 
event. Individual dates for upcoming Late Night at The Logan events can be found below: 
 
An American in Paris, November 23, 2016 
Mamma Mia, December 27, 2016 
Cirque Eloize: Saloon, January 13, 2017 
The Bodyguard, February 21, 2017 
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, March 3, 2017 
The King and I, March 24, 2017 
Cabaret, April 5, 2017 
Hedwig & The Angry Inch, April 18, 2017 
Dirty Dancing, May 16, 2017 
Motown The Musical, May 30, 2017 
Fun Home, June 14, 2017 
Wicked, July 24, 2017 
 
The Shubert Organization 
For more than 100 years, The Shubert Organization has been in the forefront of the American theatre. 
Under the leadership of Philip J. Smith, Chairman, and Robert E. Wankel, President, the Shubert 
Organization owns and operates 17 Broadway theatres and six Off-Broadway venues, as well as the Forrest 
Theatre in Philadelphia The company has produced and co-produced hundreds of plays and musicals, 
including the original Broadway production of CATS, Dreamgirls, Sunday in the Park with George, Amadeus, 
The Real Thing, The Grapes of Wrath, Equus, The Elephant Man, The Curious Incident of the Dog in the 
Night-Time, Hedwig and the Angry Inch, School of Rock The Musical, and The Humans. The Shubert 
Organization is proud of its ongoing refurbishment program for its theatres, seeking to preserve the historic 
character while modernizing them to accommodate the needs of today’s audiences. 
 
About The Logan, Philadelphia’s Hotel 
The Logan takes inspiration from the rebels and freethinkers who put Philadelphia on the map, pairing 
cosmopolitan culture and artistic sensibility with customized experiences. Opened in December 2015 and 
located in the center of Philadelphia’s art and cultural district, The Logan shines as the new symbol of 
independent hospitality in Philadelphia. Guests can spend a day indulging at the spa, savoring the sunlight 
in the expansive courtyard, socializing with locals in The Commons or nine floors above the city at 
Assembly Rooftop Lounge. Capturing today’s lifestyle and energy, The Logan offers guests and locals a 
contemporary sense of place surrounded by local artwork and modern furnishings. The Logan is part of 
the Curio Collection by Hilton. For more information on The Logan, visit www.theloganhotel.com or call 
215.963.1500. “Like” The Logan Philadelphia on Facebook, follow on Twitter @TheLoganHotel and on 
Instagram @TheLoganHotel. 
 
The Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts  
Located in the heart of Center City, Philadelphia, the Kimmel Center’s mission is to operate a world-class 
performing arts center that engages and serves a broad audience through diverse programming, arts 
education, and community outreach. The Kimmel Center Campus is comprised of the Kimmel Center for 
the Performing Arts (Verizon Hall, Perelman Theater, SEI Innovation Studio, and the Merck Arts 
Education Center), the Academy of Music (owned by the Philadelphia Orchestra Association), and the 
Merriam Theater. The Kimmel Center is also home to eight Resident Companies: The Philadelphia 
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Orchestra, Opera Philadelphia, The Pennsylvania Ballet, The Philly POPS, PHILADANCO, The Chamber 
Orchestra of Philadelphia, The Philadelphia Chamber Music Society and Curtis Institute of Music. With 
nearly 9,000 seats per night, The Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts is the region’s most impactful 
performing arts center, and the second largest in the country. TD Bank, America’s Most Convenient 
Bank, is the season sponsor of the Kimmel Center’s 2016-2017 Season. American Airlines is the official 
airline of Broadway Philadelphia. For additional information, visit kimmelcenter.org. 
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